The 3 Channels of Sexual Arousal
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One of the best ways to figure out new ways to get a woman turned on is to think about times when a woman got you really turned on.

And then from there…. try to work out the core mechanism involved.

On a very basic level… men and woman aren’t that different.

For example, years ago, I worked at 7-11 (my first job). I was a teenager and at some point, this attractive woman started working there. She was very “bold flirty” from the very beginning.

I played along… thinking “OK we’re just playing around.”

Then one day after some playful flirting and minor grabbing, she looked me square in the eyes and said:

“My p*ssy is so wet right now! When are you going to f*ck me?”

My brain went blank. Lol.

I wasn’t really prepared for that moment.

I don’t know if you can also recall the YOUR FIRST TIME when a woman/girl said something bold and direct to you…

But it’s hard to forgot…😊
And there’s a good chance you ended up going from “not horny” to “horny” extremely fast.

Here’s the point…

If you analyze the “core mechanism” for ANY EVENT that got you turned on….whether you had this sort of experience before… or some other experience… the point is, the same “brilliant formula” can often be used on a woman (but normally in a different way).

As a matter of fact, in most cases when a guy does something to get a woman to crave sex like crazy, it’s a result of something that a woman could do to a guy….and vice versa.

Specifically, in cases of “Extreme horniness”, one or more of the following three powerful arousal mechanisms (channels).

Women knowingly (or unknowingly) use these 3 channels on men.

These 3 channels work on women.

Let’s dive in.

**Channel #1: Teasing**

Everyone is familiar with teasing. In general, there are two types.

1.2) **Sensory teasing:** For example, a woman encourages her husband to *watch* highly erotic sex videos.

1.1) **Contextual teasing:** For example, a woman tells a guy, “…you would love it I pulled down your pants right now and blah blah blah.”

Teasing is powerful because it’s capable of creating arousal out of thin air -- in a short amount of time!

>> Effective teasing [1] *exposes a person’s mind to something pleasurable* in the presence of [2] a *slight/large idea* that they can’t have it…at least in that moment.

>> Strategic teasing is best when it’s done in a psychologically creative way + in series… in other words:

Creative teasing event ➔ 5 minutes later ➔ Creative teasing event ➔ 10 minutes later ➔ etc.
Channel #2: Experiencing pleasure

This is the opposite of teasing, but the effects are just as powerful. There are two types of “pleasure-based experiences”.

2.1) Direct sexual experience: Example – A guy’s wife greets him with a hug and then immediately pulls down his pants and starts blowing him.

In other words, she doesn’t say, “Hey Honey….How was your day?”

Instead it’s: Hug ➔ On knees ➔ Unzip ➔ Happy town 😊😊😊!!

The point is…it’s an example of how a direct sexual experience (or a small sample of pleasure) can take a person from “not horny” to “super horny” in seconds.

Note: With many women, the direct sexual approach doesn’t work as effectively as it does with men.

2.2) Direct physical experience: Example – A woman touches a guy on his leg…or…a guy massages a woman….

Keep in is mind, this type of pleasure doesn’t always lead to sexual desire. In fact, the success rate is rather low until it’s combined with other stuff.

>> In other words, cuddling for 30 minutes might not get her aroused.

>> But cuddling for 30 minutes while gradually sprinkling in soft neck-kisses and/or great compliments and/or other stuff ➔ She comments on how good it feels ➔ She smiles ➔ She has the frisky look in her eyes.

Normally, when constant repetition is applied (i.e. there’s a difference between 3 minutes of cuddling vs 45 minutes featuring other layers/themes/craving).

3) Emotional void

Horniness via an emotional void happens all the time.

It’s so powerful, it’s not even funny.

Yet… the structure is simple

Examples: She missed you. She was lonely. She wanted to make up. She was craving the feeling of being loved. It had been a long time since she felt “desired” and she unconsciously (or consciously) craved sex to fill that void.
Let’s cover two types.

3.1) Existing Emotional Void. Example - The woman hasn’t seen her husband in five months and experiences a multi-layered void of closeness, love and affection.

More layers = Deeper void = Stronger sexual urge.


Example – Jimmy tells his wife a story about a female celebrity who has a reputation for driving men wild in the bedroom.

Jimmy: Did you know that woman that plays on XYZ show...it turns out acting isn’t her only talent. According to her boyfriend, she’s amazing because blah blah blah jab jab jab jab."

Result: His wife hears this story and is now psychologically primed (via a perception void) to be perceived as a woman who can turn a guy on in seconds!

So, there you go...

Those are the 3 channels.

Getting back to my point… if I think about what the 7-11 coworker said… it was a blending of teasing + emotional void (because on some level I was craving a woman who wanted me just as much as I wanted her).

My ex-girlfriend at the time was sexually shy...

So when the super sexy coworker looked my square in eyes and said “My blah blah is so blah blah...” my friggin brain was buzzing!!….and it wasn’t because I drank too many Slurpees that day 😊.

Point is…men and women are the same…and whenever you codify the process that made a woman aroused in the past…if you really analyze it…you’ll often find that it was a brilliant blending of two or more of these channels….often in a creative way…sometimes in a simple direct way…

Make sense?

That’s it for now.
Talk soon,

CR James
Cjrjames100@gmail.com
Author of “65 Smart Tips”

P.S. This report was a modified version of Smart Tip #39 from my new report:

65 Smart Tips to Get Your Wife Horny.

The next time you’re trying to get your woman turned on in a new way (or in an extreme way), think of how you can use one of these channels + combine it with other “smart tips” to maximize the likely that she’ll get extremely horny…

BTW, if you’re on the fence about getting a copy of 65 Smart Tips, today could be the best time to order now…